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Coupling experiment and simulation
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 3D simulations to find and/or exclude 3D effects

 3D simulations are restricted to very small mechanisms (e.g. H2/O2 system)

 Volumetric heat source from 1D model  no chemistry modeling

Restrictions for 2D simulations can be found

 2D or 3D simulations with finite rate chemistry

 Detailed or skeletal mechanisms are realistic

 Method of moments for solution of PBE

 Probe effects, buoyancy in axial direction, heat losses can be determined

Provides correction factors and defines the reliability of 1D models

 1D simulations with prescribed temperature and flow field

 Arbitrary detailed reaction mechanisms

 Detailed PBE models (sectional or stochastic)

 Development of reaction mechanisms, validation with experiments



Numerical tools
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 OpenFOAM (with in-house extensions)

 3-D simulation using volumetric heat sources

 2-D simulation with finite rate chemistry

 1-D simulation for validation

 2-D, 3-D simulation of compressible flows 

 Cantera

 1-D modeling

 Preprocessing of material data

 In-house code

 Generation of skeletal mechanisms

 Optimization of reduced reaction schemes



Weise et al. (2013) Combust Theor Model

Low Mach-number examples
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 Buoyancy effects in horizontal flat flame setups

 … or in vertical setups 

g=0 g



Low Mach-number examples
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 Gas sampling from atmospheric flames

 Particle sampling from atmospheric flames

Deng et al. (2015) Combust Flame

Camacho et al. (2015) Combust Flame
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Low Mach-number examples
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 Gas and particle sampling from low pressure flames

 Reconstruction of flow conditions for model development

Kluge et al. (2015) Crystal Eng Sci

Wlokas et al. (2013) Int J Chem Kin



Beyond the sampling nozzle
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 Quantification of sampling effects requires careful choice of boundary conditions 

 Simulation of conjugate heat transfer may help for “thick” probes

 Inside the probe adiabatic walls were assumed up to now

 Flow through the sampling nozzle is critical, but how much it deviates from 

1-D gas dynamic estimation?

 Numeric simulation of truly compressible flow

 already available in OpenFOAM: Tadmor-Kurganov central scheme with various 

reconstruction schemes

generic convergent nozzle generic divergent nozzle



Beyond the sampling nozzle
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 Flow through a generic geometry: Dorifce = 1 mm 

 phigh = 3000 Pa, plow = 20 Pa, Tin = 1500 K

 Under-expanded, supersonic jet is expected

 Inviscid case corresponds 

well to 1-D gas dynamics

 Real flow is of low Re-

number (Re < 400)

 Viscous effects are 

dominant

 Knudsen-number is 

acceptably low in viscous 

case



Beyond the sampling nozzle
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 In the viscid case the pressure does not drop 

below far field pressure (!)

 In the viscous case basically no “re-heating” due 

to a shock

 In viscous case the shock is completely 

dissipated

 Residence times remain small (!)



Beyond the sampling nozzle
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 Flow through a generic geometry: Dorifce = 1 mm 

 phigh = 3000 Pa, plow = 20 Pa, Tin = 1500 K

 Nozzle wall was isothermal at Tw = 500 K or adiabatic

 Real flow is of low Re-number 

(Re < 400)

 Viscous effects are dominant

 Knudsen-number is in viscous 

case acceptably low

 The flow is sensitive to the 

thermal boundary condition 

inviscid

adiabatic

isothermal



Beyond the sampling nozzle
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Shock tube experiments
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 Idealized model: homogeneous reactor at constant pressure (0D)

 Thermodynamic state of the initial conditions is easy to calculate from 

inviscid gas dynamics

 Numerous facility dependent effects cause deviation from ideality

• Inhomogeneous initial state

• Shock attenuation by viscous effects (boundary layers)

• Artefacts by rupture of the diaphragm

• Wall effects or premature ignition events

 The flow if transient and covers a wide range of Ma and Re numbers

 The problem cannot be simulated for the whole geometry



Shock tube experiments
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 A novel setup for study of surface 

ignition

• A glow plug is located short before the 

end wall to initiate pre-ignition

• High speed camera is used to record 

chemiluminescence

 A CFD study was performed in order to 

better understand the observations



Shock tube experiments
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Simulation workflow:

 Simulation domain: last 0.01 m of the shock 

tube (D=0.09 m, LH=6.4 m, LT=6.1 m)

1. Calculate the initial conditions:                

low-Mach number solution of the viscid, 3D 

buoyant flow for 15 seconds prior to the 

incident shock 

2. Calculate the boundary conditions: solve the 

inviscid Riemann problem in 1D 

3. Solve the 3D compressible, transient flow

1 2

3



Shock tube experiments
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Cold vs hot glow plug



Shock tube experiments
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A lot of additional information can be derived:

 Geometric perturbation by obstacles or end-wall corners 

 Impact of initial inhomogeneity of

• Flow field

• Temperature

• Composition

 Pressure variation 

 Viscosity effects (difficult)

Pressure cold vs. 

pre-heated, viscous



Conclusions
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 CFD has proven to be a reliable and valuable tool to quantify facility 

effects and is used as a regular tool (at least at the IVG)

 Uncertainties can be narrowed or quantified prior to the experiments

• By improvement of the experiment design

• By exclusion of “bad” experimental conditions

 Uncertainties can be narrowed or quantified after the experiments

• By flow and temperature field reconstruction for 1D simulations

• By exclusion of experiments inaccessible to models (!)

 Simulation of compressible flows helps

• To understand experimental observations

• To improve model corrections

• … but (currently) cannot be applied to reacting flows in 3D
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